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Abstract
Complex Finsler manifold is a manifold endowed with Complex Finsler
metrics. It is the generalization of the usual Hermitian manifold. It is well
known, that the Kobayshi metric and the Carathéodory metric (not necessarily
smooth) are the famous Finsler metrics on the Complex manifold. In this
paper , we do the research on the complex manifold endowed with smooth
Finsler metrics, study Projectively Related Complex Finsler Metrics , compare
the Cartan connection with the Chern-Finsler connection under the weakly
Kähler-Finsler metrics, and also have studied the most important complex
Finsler metrics—Randers metrics.
The whole dissertation includes four chapters. In the second chapter and
the forth chapter, we discusse respectively Projectively Related Finsler Met-
rics and Randers metrics on the complex condition, in the third chapter, we
compare the Cartan connection with the Chern-Finsler connection under the
weakly Kähler-Finsler metrics.
In the first chapter, we introduce some definitions and notations of the
Complex Finsler manifold, including Complex Finsler manifold, Horizontal and
Vertical bundles, non-linear Complex connections, Cartan connection.Furth-
ermore there is the most important results and so on.
In the second chapter, we introduce the difinition of Projectively Related
complex Finsler Metrics on complex Finsler manifold and give the condi-
tions for two Projectively Related Complex Finsler Metrics having the same
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In the third chapter, complex Finsler Metrics F induce a real Finsler Metric
F o by using isomorphism o, they have same geodesics and induce the same
distance function . On the other hand, the Cartan connection induced by
F o and the Chern-Finsler connection induced by F are different. We use the
isomorphism o to get their comparisions.
In the forth chapter, introducing Randers metric on complex Finsler man-
ifold, and giving its strong Kähler conditions.
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o}hπ : TM →M 
G m
T ∗M 6Qo}}h< {z1, z2, ..., zn} 
#S:4[ p }?P41 zα = xα +
ixn+α, {x1, ..., xn, xn+1, ..., x2n}
J?P4< TRM 
 M }Jh 2n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TCM = TRM ⊕ iTRM TCM 4xw}/SM J U)[}sz ∂∂zj = ∂∂z̄j , m_fu
T 1,0M = T 0,1M .f"zh T 1,0M M TRM U~0}U# FinslerS: M }hdIfhh~0
o : T 1,0M → TRM









Jvo = J(v + v̄) = Jv + Jv = iv + iv = (iv)o = i(v − v̄),j o % J 1[}J~0}n9
o : TRM → T
1,0M
∀v ∈ TRM uo =
1
2
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 {dxa}  T ∗RM 4X"~[(#0 J∗
∀γ ∈ T ∗RM , u ∈ TRM J







−δa+nb , 1 1 ≤ a ≤ n,







−dxa+n, 1 1 ≤ a ≤ n,
dxa−n, 1 n+ 1 ≤ a ≤ 2n.Mj[U< T ∗CM = T ∗RM ⊗R C ,8<
dzα = dxα + idxα+n , dz̄α = dxα − idxα+n {dzα, dz̄α} 
 T ∗CM }?4vn9 J∗ xw}#$M
T ∗CM = ∧
1,0M ⊕ ∧0,1M1 ∧1,0M = {γ ∈ T ∗CM | J∗γ = iγ M ∧0,1M = {γ ∈ T ∗CM | J∗γ =
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RMxw/S  J∗ U)[}sz dzα = dz̄α , % u ∧1,0M = ∧0,1M .J~0
o : ∧1,0M → T ∗RM
∀ω ∈ ∧1,0M ωo = 1
2
(ω + ω̄),gd (dzα)o = dxα , (idzα)o = dxα+n 8








∀γ ∈ T ∗RM γo = γ − iJγ.p o : M → TCM 
 TCM }Njj o(p) = op 
 TPM }fp M̃ = TCM\o(M)  M̃ 4"~[m π : M̃ → M U TM 4}G m M̃ 4}',&f2%Vh}hg
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